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ABSTRACT: As L2 cache is large memory compared to L1 cache so the access time and power utilization will be high
compared to accessing L1 cache. So the way-tag architecture needs to present in this cache architecture. In this paper, we
propose a new cache architecture referred to as way-tagged cache to enhance the energy efficiency of L2 cache. The
proposed method empowers L2 cache to work in an equal direct mapping manner. This leads to significant energy reduction
without performance degradation. If the error identified in the location of L2 cache it should correct the error using same
tag bit information. At the point when data are fetched from the main memory, it is checked if neighboring cache lines have
the same tag bits as those of the data fetched. This same tag bit information is stored in the cache as additional bits to be
utilized later. At the point when an error is recognized in the tag bits, the same tag bit information is utilized to recover from
the error in the tag bits.
Keywords- Cache, Tag bits
I.

INTRODUCTION

A cache is utilized by the central processing unit of a computer to reduce the average time to access data from the main
memory. The cache is a smaller, faster memory which stores duplicates of the data from as often as possible utilized main
memory locations. A small block of high speed memory called a cache between the main memory and the processor. Cache
stores the recently accessed data so that the future requests for the particular data can be served faster.
The configuration of the L1 cache should be to maximize the hit rate, while keeping the cache latency as low as
possible. The L2 cache is shared between one or more L1 caches and is frequently much, much larger. While the L1 cache is
designed to maximize the hit rate, the L2 cache is designed to minimize the miss penalty.
In this paper, we propose a new cache architecture referred to as way-tagged cache to improve the energy efficiency of
L2 cache. The proposed technique empowers L2 cache to work in an equivalent direct mapping manner. This leads to
significant energy reduction without performance degradation.
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Due the spatial locality of the program, there are many tag bits whose values are the same with those of other tag bits in
adjacent cache sets. At the point when a cache line is accessed, another cache line whose value are same with those of accessed
cache line this phenomenon known as same tag bits. We utilize this same tag bits to correct the error in cache memory.
The input is driven from CPU. The input will first search to L1 block for cache hit/miss. Assume if L1 cache is hit, the data are
accessed from L1cache so no need to search L2 cache. If the error recognized in the address of L1 cache it should correct the
error using same tag bit information. Assume the address not accessible in L1 cache means definitely the address will search in
the L2 cache. As L2 cache is containing large memory compared L1 cache so the access time and power consumption will be
high compared to accessing L1 cache and also increases the number of ways accessed during L2 cache accesses. The proposed
way-tagged cache exploits this fact to reduce the number of ways accessed during L2 cache accesses. If the error recognized in
the address of L2 cache it should correct the error using same tag bit information.
II. RELATED WORK
W. Zhang [1], The fundamental thought of ICR is to replicate frequently accessed cache lines into other cache lines, which are
predicted not to be accessed further, called dead blocks. Duplicated cache lines can be used to correct tag bits errors in the
active lines. For this reason, we use a dead block prediction strategy, wherein blocks that have not been utilized used for a while
are declared to be dead and their space in the L1cache is reused to keep up copies for the blocks in active use.
J. Hong [3], In this paper, they designed a four way set associative cache .When data are fetched from the main memory, it is
checked if neighboring cache set have the same tag bits as those of the data fetched. This same tag bit information is stored in
the caches as additional bits to be utilized later. When an error is identified in the tag bits by using parity method, the error can
be corrected if the same tag bits were present in adjacent cache sets.
K. Bhattacharya [5], The authors have research in detail the multi-bit soft error rates in large L2 caches and propose a
framework of solutions for their correction based on the amount of redundancy present in the memory hierarchy. In this
methodology , basic error detection codes like hamming distance or cyclic redundancy codes are utilized to identify the
multiple-bit errors, and they are corrected using the redundancy existing as part of the memory hierarchy.
W. Zhang[7], This paper proposes a cost-effective solution to enhance data reliability significantly with least effect on
performance. The idea is to include a small fully associative cache to store the replica of every write to the L1 data cache.
Because of data locality and its full associativity, the replication cache can be kept small while providing replicas for a
significant fraction of read hits in L1, which can be utilized to enhance data integrity against soft errors. This fully associative
cache is known as replication cache in this paper.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
L1 block that is L1 cache contain two tag array and two data array that is 2-way set-associative memory. The input is
driven from CPU, it will first search to L1 block for cache hit/miss. Assume if L1 cache is hit, the data are accessed from
L1cache so no need for search L2 cache. If the error recognized in the address of L1 cache by parity method, it should correct
the error using same tag bit information.
Assume the address is not available in L1 cache, implies without a doubt the address will seek in the L2 cache. As L2
cache is containing large memory compared L1 cache, so the access time and power utilization will be high compared to
accessing L1 cache. So the way-tag architecture has to introduce in this cache architecture.
At the time When L1 cache miss happens, we need to access way tag array, if the way information’s of your address is
available in way-tag array means you will directly access the L2 cache tag array by utilizing way-decoder. The way-tagged
cache needs to send its way tag in the way-tag buffer. Way-tag buffer temporarily stores the way tags read from the way-tag
arrays. A way decoder is utilized to decode way tags and generate the enable signals for the L2 cache, which activate only the
desired ways in the L2 cache. The way-decoder will guide to access the tag array specifically. Assume the way information’s is
not available means the cache works in conventional operation in L2 cache after that, the accessed way information’s are stored
in way tag array.
If the error identified in the address of L2 cache by parity method, it should correct the error using same tag bit
information. In error correction method STI Encoder is utilized to generate STI bits. STI replacement handler is needed to
modify STI bits in an upper or lower cache set on replacements. At last, an error correction unit is built for error recovery.
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Fig.1 Proposed Way tag array
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
This section discusses the results of the architecture designed. Proposed system is synthesized on Xilinx FPGA target
device using Virtex 5. The device utilization summary is shown in TABLE. 1. As can been seen from the table, the
proposed architecture utilizes 93 slice registers .TABLE.2 gives the comparison of the proposed architecture with the
existing architecture in terms of Slice registers, Slice LUTs , Bonded IOBs. From the table, it is evident that the device
utilization for the proposed design is lesser compared to the existing architectures.

Logic Utilization

Used

Available

Utilization

Number of Slice registers

93

28800

0%

Number of Slice LUTs

205

28800

0%

Number of Fully used LUT – FF
pairs

64

234

26%

Number of Bonded IOBs

29

360

8%

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs

1

32

3%

Table.1 Device Utilization Summary

Architecture

Slice registers

Slice LUTs

Bonded IOBs

Conventional approach

8249

3884

34

Proposed Way tag array

93

205

29

Table.2 Comparison of various architecture with proposed system

Fig.2 cache access using Conventional approach
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Fig 2. shows the L2 cache accessing as conventional way. If the error detected in the address of L2 cache it should correct the
error using same tag bit information.

Fig.3. L2 cache access using Wag tag array

Fig.3 shows the L2 cache accessing by using way tag array. If the error detected in the address of L2 cache it should correct the
error using same tag bit information

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper exhibits a new energy-efficient cache technique for high-performance microprocessors. The proposed waytagged cache reduces the number of ways accessed during L2 cache accesses. Using the way tags stored in the way-tag arrays,
the L2 cache can be accessed as a direct-mapping cache. The idea of way tagging can be applied to many existing low-power
cache techniques, for example, the phased access cache to further reduce cache energy consumption. Cache memories are
vulnerable to transient errors because of their low voltage levels and sizes. It is becoming important to prevent transient errors
and give a correction mechanism for hardware circuits. When an error is identified in the tag bits, the same tag bit information is
utilized to recover from the error in the tag bits.
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